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Team Size
40+
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2014
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Yellow Ad
Yellow is a creative agency building brands across the globe, creating
pockets of Yellow in a world of white noise. As Van Gogh was drawn
to the colour yellow, they draw people in through their unique and
evocative storytelling. Like the primary colour yellow can produce a
myriad of colours at Yellow, they mix and match to find the perfect shade
of design, content, and strategy for their clients.
Whether it’s providing creative direction for campaigns, social media
marketing, creating well-structured UI/UX strategies, or focusing on
brand growth and go-to-market strategy, they cater to all advertising
needs. The team is dedicated to mastering the art of storytelling through
inviting visuals and the creation of strong brand identities. With a gamechanger mindset and determination, Yellow continually strives to set the
advertising bar higher.

Facebook
/YellowAdAgency

Notable Works
Safe Space - Great Expectations, 2020
United Nations - Stay Home, 2020
Hamleys - Summer Games, 2021
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Secret Alchemist
Client: Ankita Thadani
Scope of Work: Brand Identity & Packaging Design
Creative Direction & Execution for Photography &
Videography, and Web Design & Development

language has been imagined to make the viewer feel
the opposite of ‘chaos’.
The elegant, clean, and minimalistic fonts are mixed
with warm, vintage colours, making the experience
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Secret Alchemist is a brand that is a simple, soothing,

of browsing through the brand equanimous. The

and homespun manifestation of our ancient heritage

packaging has been defined with easy yet appealing

of aromatherapy. The brand’s logo highlights its lucid

botanical illustrations and together with the logo, it

simplicity and modernity, while the brand’s visual

infuses a sense of grace and affinity.
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Avvai
Client: Mallika Kalwani
Scope of Work: Brand Identity & Packaging Design

Yellow created the logo and brand identity and
materialised the physical existence of the lipstick,
the mono-carton, and its shades that fit the
character, essence, and tonality of the brand. The
lipstick shape and shades are unique and encompass
the brand’s clean and minimal yet bold identity.
The nomenclatures employed for each shade are
unconventional, easy to remember, and attractive.
Every shade, including the product design sits
perfectly within the umbrella of the brand’s character.
A symphony is created between branding and product
design for an unforgettable experience.

Working with Yellow was a very exciting
experience, they helped us bring our vision into
reality and establish a strong brand identity from
scratch. They were also very accommodating
and meticulous in their work - they did multiple
drafts until we were happy. They went above and
beyond. The overall packaging design was a dream
come true. We are very happy to have created
Avvai Beauty’s branding with them.
Mallika Kalwani
Avvai
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Caim by Arelang
Client: Nikita Naterwalal
Scope of Work: Brand Identity & Packaging Design
Creative Direction & Execution for Photography &
Videography, and Web Design & Development

Knot Circle portraying the meaning of the brand and
displaying subtle delicateness. The packaging includes
unique mould for the product containers that are equipped
with an inter-lockable system to stack boxes without
risking slippage.
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Caim by Arelang is a range of sugar-conscious

The mono-carton supports the container and is embellished

supplements in the form of delectable confectionery. A

with water colour-based ingredient illustrations in

distinguished logo was thoughtfully strategised to create

dusty mid-toned brand colours. That provides a unique

a strong semblance between the brand personality,

experience of exploring botanical bliss while being met with

mission, and unique approach. It is an intricate Celtic

transparency around the product.
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Working on our branding with Yellow and Shrey Doshi has been an absolute pleasure. Shrey has pulled
together in his team, some of the best creative minds of the industry. The creativity and the
brainstorming sessions with every individual in the team that was allocated to Årelang Naturals was
a lot of fun. Shrey and the Yellow team were able to connect immediately to the vision we had in mind
for Caim by årelang and therefore the execution of the branding was collaborative, as all the players
were on the same page of shared vision. Caim by årelang was all about nutraceuticals in the form of
confectionery, that catered to and adult audience. This meant breaking into a new segment of the
nutraceutical market space, giving the branding the light heartedness of confectionery and at the same
time hitting some of the serious notes on health. With no existing concept tones to work with, Yellow
helped us design a fun and appealing brand voice, helping our brand emphasise on the goodness of
the ingredients, individually as well as synergistically. Product quality was something we as a brand
would not compromise on, and this was something Yellow has consciously spoken of through every
aspect of our packaging, making use of brand specific, recyclable, reusable, airtight and kitchen versatile
containers, to the design elements on our individual wrappers. Yellow has won us over with their
creativity and practical design elements and I see us going back to them for all our future requirements in
the months to come
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